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GAME DEBUTS ECONO-WORKWEAR LINE OF HI-VIS APPAREL
SUPPLIER DELIVERS DURABLE HI-VIS LINE THAT WON’T BREAK THE BANK.
In an effort to deliver affordably-priced high-visibility safety
apparel without sacrificing safety or durability, GAME
Sportswear & Workwear recently rolled out its EconoWorkwear lineup with plans to expand the offering in the
months ahead.
The Econo-Workwear line is made to hold up to the
day-to-day rigors required in this apparel segment while
maintaining an affordable price point, which will allow
for the potential of higher initial quantity orders and more
frequent replacement. The series includes popular features
such as radio mic clips, extra pockets, non-conductive
fasteners and more. Sizes range from S to 5XL.
GAME’S ECONO-WORKWEAR SERIES AT A GLANCE
• I-35 Econo Work Zone Vest Available in mid-January 2019
in six colors: neon lime, neon orange, navy, black, red and
royal. Non-ANSI Standard Vest with reflective stripes and
made from lightweight polyester tricot. Vest has two inside
pockets, one outside and a front hook-and-loop closure.
• I-65 Econo Safety Mesh Vest This mesh vest meets
ANSI/ISEA Class 2 color standards and is made of
polyester mesh and 2-inch silver reflective tape. The vest’s
inside pocket and front have hook and loop closures.
Available in yellow or orange.

865E - The Econo Hoodie
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• I-70 Econo-Safety Polyester Vest This Class
2-compliant vest is made with a lightweight polyester tricot
with 2-inch silver reflective tape and inside pockets with
hook-and-loop closures.
• I-678E Econo Vest With woven and mesh polyester
construction, this Class 3 vest is lightweight and faderesistant. It includes a right chest radio pocket with four
pen pockets, two front pockets with flaps and a radio mic
clip on each shoulder.
• 865E - The Econo Hoodie For comfort, safety and
durability, this full-length zippered Class 3 hoodie
fits the bill. Segmented reflective tape allows for easy
movement and a generous cut of the 9.5-ounce, breathable
spun polyester fabric allows room for layering or
accommodating head gear. A black bottom (front only)
reduces the appearance of stains.
• 1320E Econo Black Bottom Bomber This full-length
zippered Class 3 jacket with segmented tape is made of
breathable polyester with a black bottom (front only) to reduce
the appearance of stains. It includes a front chest pocket with
cover closures, side pockets and inside zipper pockets.
For detailed specifications and prices on EconoWorkwear—or any GAME Sportswear offerings—visit
www.gamesportswear.com, or call 800-688-GAME to
speak with a representative.
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